
Step-by-step guide
to the weekly learning experience





Guide to a daily lesson
(day 1, 2, 3, 4)



The app presents the new words of the lesson to the child.
The child listens and repeats the words. The app replies
back to the child with positive and enthusiastic comments.   

Stage 1: Language Presentation

1 'Listen and speak' game



 Listen to the word1.

    2. Repeat the word when you see the red microphone 

    3. Collect golden/silver/bronze acorns for your performance 

Bubbles



Stage 2: Language Practice

The child plays 4 interactive and fun games and practises
the words from the previous game (bubbles)   

4 'Listen and click' games 



 Listen to the word1.

    2. Click the correct picture 

    3. Collect golden/brown acorns for your performance 

1. Code Breaker



2. Word Wheel
 Listen to the word1.

    2. Click the correct picture as the wheel spins

    3. Collect golden/brown acorn for your performance 



 Listen to the word1.

    2. Click the correct picture before they hide

    3. Collect golden/brown acorns for your performance 

3. Hide & Seek 



 Listen to the word1.

    2. Click the correct picture at the top of your screen

    3. If you make a mistake, you need to build the pattern from the beginning

    4. Get all patterns right and open the magic door!

4. Lock & Key



 The app shows a picture to the child and asks: 'What's this?' 
 The child replies back and the picture becomes a 3D character!

*To play the Augmented Reality games, you must have access to
the magic card. See how to access the card in the next slide.

Stage 3: Language Production

1 Augmented Reality game



When you open the AR games, you will see this message:

If you have the magic card, ignore this message and click 'Yes'

If you don't have the magic card, click 'No'



If you click 'No', you will see this message:

To access the magic card, click the red 'here'. 



You will automatically see the card on our
website and you can download it from there.

1) Print it on paper  

or

Keep the card open on the screen of another
device (computer/tablet/phone)

2) Now that you have the card, open the app
again to play the AR games



 Target your phone at the magic card1.

    2. The app will ask you: 'What's this?'

    3. Say the word when you see the red microphone

    4. See the magic! 

AR Games



End of daily lesson 



Guide to a revision lesson
               (day 5) 



Stage 1: Language Practice

4 'Listen and click' games 

The child plays the 4 'listen and click' games
and revises all the words of the week



The child unlocks a unique AR simulation of a farm and 
 pronounces selected words from the week

*To play the Augmented Reality games, you must have access to
the magic card. See how to access the card in the next slide.

Stage 2: Language Production

1 Augmented Reality game



When you open the AR games, you will see this message:

If you have the magic card, ignore this message and click 'Yes'

If you don't have the magic card, click 'No'



If you click 'No', you will see this message:

To access the magic card, click the red 'here'. 



You will automatically see the card on our
website and you can download it from there.

1) Print it on paper  

or

Keep the card open on the screen of another
device (computer/tablet/phone)

2) Now that you have the card, open the app
again to play the AR games



 The app will ask you questions, like 'Can you say pig?'
 

1.
   
    2. Repeat the word as close to the original as possible this time

    3. See 3D animals take life and have fun in a farm context

AR Games



End of revision day 


